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After our performance of march 0th it in necessary

to begin these new exercises. The actor's nature is a very

strange one - there are such contrasting and contradicting

things in it. For instance, actors are able to he as active

as a thirty horsepower car, and yet they can be so lazy that

thoy are almost dead. This is a good thing and a bad thing

at the same time. because to have a big diapason is a very

good thing, but somatimes the pcruon remains at the dead end,

therefore it is necessary to develop both sides of the actor's

soul abilities.
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One of these two parts we must develop - in the actor's

soul lives the desire and the love for Creating neu. ever new

things. but also in tho actor'o soul lives another thing ~

the love to repeat old, dreadful things with the full feeling

that ho is creating and doing something beautiful. These two

parts - to find new things and to cling to the old things -

these are some of the contrasts in the actor's Boul. From

our performance on the 8th it can be seen that we still cling

to some small things which we have found, and which we are

not able to overcome. we are drawn to them. and we are getting

more and more sleepy through them. ue must awaken the other

thing, which we will call the ability for ingenuity.
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This ingenuity is in every actor's nature, but

very often it is there in a state of deep. deep sleep. «e

must awaken this ability to be ingenious. he have to add to

this ability so much conscious activity and life that it will

not only he awakened but it will become 1ctivo. so that a

real actor of our school will not be able to be on the stage

without this continuous desire and ability to find new means

of expression. This is possible, hecauso I know from my own

experience that this ability can be developed. and when it

is awakened and dovelopcd. the actor changes his quality and

standard so that the some audience discovers at once that

this actor is another person - he has awakened his source of

ingenuity.1

This makes such a great difference for the actor, .

because everything becomes possible. everything is interesting

for him. everything is flying over the footlights. Then he

begins to hate the thing of repetition and dated forms. how—

ever. in developing this new thing we must not forget the other

thing. because repetition on the stage is as necessary as

ingenuity. but the balanco must be found. For the prosent

time we must not forgot but only overlook the yonetitious

side of our work. The harmony between the two - ingenuity

and repetition - is the feeling of form and freedom.
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There are two things in life and on the sta30 which

are very important - one is Troedom and the other is license.

”hat is the simylest definition of this problem which is so

important for us? The free actor or the free person walks

[Le gi t imata

only in "logal?\uays - by legal I don't mean traditional, i

mean following certain laws. how he walks. and the way he

chooses. this is the question of freedom. License. on the

other hand, means to walk without any legal direction — trying

to go through the wall or trying not to do when it ie necessary

to go - this is something which the person wants to do which

is opyosito to all rules and ways and impulses. This is chaos

and license. while freedom is acknowledghg the legal mayo.

Ingenuity is the way to freedom on the siege. He-

cauoo the stage. and especially our future theatre. will give

us many ruloo and many ways and many things which we will

not be able to overcome with license. out the ingenuity which %

we will awaken in our soule will give us the freedom to follow

all those legal ways. Therefore. in our theatre the actor

who is not able to be ingenious is a person who has 2e idea

of freedom on the stage.

This is a long series of exercises which are very

simple and very instructive, but we must go then. we will

not be able to repeat them in class. so you must be very

dotermincd and by doing these exercises for five minutes

every day, you will really reach the place where you will

awaken the source of ingenuity in you. and the“ you will really
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enter paradise as an actor. How much richer your actor's

life will be. because you will really be creating on the stuLo.

Actors who only repeat become tired. uxmappy persons. because

in two performances they are exhausted and must repeat the

same thing again and again. ihis does not lie in tho profoosion,

but in the actor's nature. Each performance can be a new

thing. as interesting and even more so thon yesterday. and

each rehearsal a feast and a joy.

Exorcison for Ipwenuitxx

1. Have the fooling that you are repeating the ex-

ercises — this is a very important point.

2. Another point you must be aware of is that you

are finding another moans of expression - everything must

be done in another way - don't repeat aJwthing. By going

this you will be knocking at the door of your creative in-

agination. We have developed the imagination in other ways.

but we have never before asked it to ho ingenious. and this

exorcise is a very special one for knocking at the door of

the ingenious imagination. The ideal is to awaken this in-

genuity so that the actor will not be able to act without

ingenuity. The audience must appreciate that it is being

done in another w . .

3. inc exercise must be done according to certain

legal rules and yet it must be free. Try to analyze and know

what you are doing. talent is talent. and the gift is the
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gift. but understanding must be eninsizcd. xith us under-

standing in not an intellectual thing - it is a real gostlwe

of grasping inside.

u. Be aware when an exercise is being repeated.

You must develop the understanding as to what has to be re-

peated and what has to be irwentod. deep the two things

quite separate to begin with. and be aware when you are doing

one or tho other.

5. Realize that by repetition you have repeated

only the main line - the small things you have invented each

time. This shows that the question of repetition and invention

is a matter of tact, and by keeping them separate in yoLu

mind you only exorcise one or the other. but in reality in

your creative life the two lines will merge and fuse. during

the exercise, however. you must koop them separate as nuch as

possible. You must exercise thcao invisible muscles - this

is part of our technique.
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There are two definite things which are very closely

connected in these exercises — they are like twin brothers -

ingenuity and originality. To develop ingenuity is not enough

because to be ingenious might perhapa he a danger. To pick

up something with one hand and the next time with the other -

this means nothing. it must be original. otherwise it will

be flat and common. the same exercise must he done again

and again from two points of View - is it original and is it
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ingenious, and our efforts must be directed towards these

i

two aims.

In order to awaken this feeling for ln;enuity. try

to recall all of John's work and try to chooae what was more

original in it and what was less so. He must try from the

beginning to Judge each other when no are doing; the exercise

from the point of view of originality, and with time the stand-

ard will grow of l1self.


